2004 hyundai elantra problems

I'm a mechanic, and i have had this car since k. The transmission with proper or improper
maintenance, can last about k with little to no problems. I have gone on long road trips in this
car and you could be able to stay in the drivers seat for a little bit over an hour and a half. I have
minimal blind spots, and great visibility. The acceleration is pretty decent too. I can be able to
get to 60 mph in under 10 seconds with excellent control. I have had it up to and it is pretty
stable at high speeds. This car is the best car that I've ever owned for it's low pricing, and I will
be buying this car again once my current elantra runs into the ground. Update: now at k and still
going strong! Update of an update: the car has kicked the bucket at k miles. Head gasket and
piston rings were failing, and blue smoke was being emitted from the backside of the car. I was
in an accident with my Hyundai Elantra and although it was totaled, there is nothing bad I can
say about this car. The other guy ran a red light and I t-boned him at 60 mph. The airbag
deployed and my seat belt did not break. This accident was three days ago and I'm just sore. No
broken bones. I was at the emergency room for about 30 minutes and was told I was fine and
could leave. My Hyundai Elantra saved my life and that is why I'm taking the time to write this
review. I highly recommend this vehicle for its comfort, safety, size, and pretty much everything
else about it. I bought this car new back in college. The biggest repair I've ever had to do on this
car is replace the battery. Other than that, every day this car has started right up and performed
great. It's been all over the country and even got me through the mountains without a problem. I
couldn't ask for better gas mileage out of a car with such good acceleration. I did install an
aftermarket stereo a few years ago to support my Ipod but the factory stereo was fine besides
that. It's going to be hard to say goodbye! Has been a great reliable car!!! I bought my Hyundai
new in April I now have , miles on and could not be more pleased. Runs as good as new with
very little rattle. I did replace the hatch lid struts 2 years ago. I average 24MPH in city driving, 32
on a trip. Love this car. I will run it till it dies. Don't regret it a bit. Another great vehicle. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Elantra. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all Elantras for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Elantra.
Sign Up. The following chart shows the 19 most common problems for Hyundai Elantra. The
number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's air bags with problems. The
second most common problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling 16
problems. In our research we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The
PPMY index of a certain model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per
Year. The total sales of the Hyundai Elantra in the United States are , units [1]. If the total
number of problems reported by Hyundai Elantra owners in the last 16 years is , and the age of
the vehicle is 16, the PPMY index can then be calculated as. For more information, refer to this
page: A study of reliability comparison across Hyundai Elantra model year vehicles. The
following chart shows the number of problems reported during each of the service years since
the debut of the Hyundai Elantra in When making the decision between buying a new or used
Hyundai Elantra, the following table can be used to compare the Hyundai Elantra with the
Hyundai Elantra from other model years. Note that the number of problems reported for the
Elantra is while the average number of problems reported for the 25 model years of the Hyundai
Elantra is Car Problems. All Cars Hyundai Elantra Hyundai Elantra - Problems, Statistics, and
Analysis. Table 1. Common problems of the Hyundai Elantra. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the
Hyundai Elantra with other model years. Air Bag. Engine And Engine Cooling. Seat Belt. Service
Brakes. Electrical System. Power Train. Vehicle Speed Control. Child Seat. Other Fuel System.
Exterior Lighting. Unknown Or Other. Gasoline Fuel System. Switch Year: Worried about
potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds
and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To
see how frequently Hyundai Elantra problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See
most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 12 repair trips.
The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair
trips that include maintenance. Bleed clutch cylinder. I had the car towed in. The hose clamps
had come loose. Had front axle including CV joint replaced as a unit. See TrueDelta's
information for all Sedans and Coupes. See TrueDelta's information for all Hyundai models.
Transmission cooling hose ruptured and leaked all the fluid onto the driveway. Transmission
fluid line leaked from a previous hose replacement. The first shop detected a broken CV boot
and tie rod on the front driver side but wanted too much money to repair so I went to another
shop that fixed it for less than half of the first estimate. Replaced very worn, but still functioning
clutch after acquiring car from previous owner. CV joint on passenger side was leaking. Dealer
installed a used transmission in the car, but this transmission also was bad. It takes a bit more
maintenance because we drive it often but it has never once failed us even though it is a higher
mileage car. It is cozy enough for a 3 person household but yet has the space for when we go

on trips out of town. This is a great brand of vehicle it gets amazing gas mileage, it is extremely
reliable, and they last forever! I have had this vehicle for 14 years and it still run I have not had
to spend any large amount of money on it to keep it running. I would definitely suggest this
make and model of vehicle. A very good and reliable vehicle. Easy to maintain. This is an older
car so it is starting to have things break down, but nothing major at this point. It is a good
reliable car it is a four door hatchback, gets good gas mileage and I feel it is a safe car. There is
a dealer here in town that I can take the car to for any major work that needs to be done. My
Hyundai Elantra is the best first car I could have ever have gotten. It wasn't my car but was
handed down to me by my mother. This car has been through so much as in road trips all the
way to Ohio and back on multiple occasions. My Hyundai has survived multiple accidents and
bang ups. She has broken down on me a couple of occasions, but that has happened more so
in later years when I have taken over the car from it's previous owner. My Hyundai is the safest
and most reliable I can say over all of my other friends vehicle makes and models. Has some
issues but is a reliable car. Good for a first car. It is lightweight metal so if an accident occurs,
damage may be more severe than the accident was. Low to the ground, which is good for me
and has seatbelts and cup holders. Equipped with a radio. The reliability of the car is good. I am
at , miles and everything is driving well. The lights burn out really quick and are super dim. It is
annoying to have to replace them about every other month. The engine is still running well. I
would recommend this car as a reliable city car, but I would avoid doing a lot of highway
driving. It gets a bit shaking over 60 mph. Only problem is my a. Does not work. I love the car
never had any major issues or flaws and drives like a champ. The biggest factor for me is my
car is reliable starts every time no issue. It has been taken on long road trips out of state with
never giving me a problem. The car has had minor repairs given it is age. Handles nicely, always
starts, so very dependable, great gas mileage had to have radiator flushed in it had never been
flushed, made a great difference in performance of car. New brakes rear new tires all around car
only has , miles on it, low miles for its age. My car is over , miles and with basic repair and
maintain it still drives great and I love it. I have a which is also a three car I practice Hyundai 'lan
truck just a few months ago and since I bought it a been using this car mostly every day one of
the best decisions that I did to buy a used car that in class much and much to maintain neither.
Two door black Hyundai Elantra. Parking brake light is on, maintenance light is on, airbag light
is on. Tires on the car are over 10 years old, passenger side door doesn't unlock with car key
must unlock it from the inside. Car radio works but it doesn't display anything on the screen
fully. Has heated seats, and has a sunroof. The power windows are a plus until one or two of the
windows come off track. The gas up process can be a real pain especially if your tank
constantly either spits the gas out or makes you pump slow to keep it in. Other than those
minor issues my Hyundai is a trooper!! I love that the windows are large and that the blind spot
on this car is very small. There are some missing components that should be in the dash. This
car is certainly equipment for a smoker. There is a cigarette lighter and an ashtray built into the
middle console. The car rides very low to the ground which can be a problem sometimes. Mine
has an automatic transmission. My car has had trouble in the winter when it gets very cold and
has had some problems with a low coolant level. I have had a flat tire, have had to replace the
water pump and it is now in the shop with a transmission issue. I like my car and the brand
Hyundai in general. It has not been very expensive to take care of. It changes gears very
smoothly and has great gas mileage. The check Engine light won't turn off or the airbag light.
And it's kinda weird smell when you get in the car. It gets me from point a to point B and it's
starting to rust by the wheels. Also it's hard to turn the key for some reason. The paint is
starting to come off the car on top and the front and the trunk of the car. It's been a very reliable
vehicle. Its 15 years old and still gets me where I need to go. Its having some issues now with
my check engine light but it's still driving well until I am able to get it serviced. Some parts are a
little pricey now that the vehicle is so old that it costs more than the vehicle is worth but when it
was a younger car it was as just fine. The Elantra was a good car in the beginning. It was very
reliable, needed repairs rarely, and wasn't a gas guzzler. As time went on and the car got older,
the car's reliability began to waver. It began breaking down all the time and by the end of the
car's life, it had rust all throughout the underneath of the car, making it undriveable. I would not
recommend this car to anyone, to be honest. Alternator went tire popped to easy other than that
great car. It is a very reliable car besides those 2 issues. I have had many cars and by far I love
this one the most. It gets me where I need to go with really good gas mileage it's nice to only
spend 20 dollars to fill at a half of tank. It's very reliable, as long as you keep good fluid and take
care of regular maintenance it will last for a long time. Very recommendable for a decent car that
will last you awhile. Very reliable with great power for performance. Handles great in the winter
snow and great on gas mileage. Comfortable interior and awesome sound package. All
passenger airbag with full size trunk. It still starts and drives, but I am afraid to go on long trips,

which leads me to rent when I need to. If I buy a new one, I will continue to go with the type of
model as well as the make, just a newer year. It seems to run well at , miles but has had several
issues with the engine. It has had many problems with oil and wear and tear, but mostly it's
been a decent car and comfortable for shorter people to drive in. I'm 4'10 so it's important to feel
like I can see. There's a problem switching gears and the check engine light blinks often. The
drivers door has to be unlocked 3 times to unlock, and the passenger window doesn't work
unless the driver does it. Other than them at the car is great, it's kept on driving. Very solid
dependable car. No mechanical issues very reliable. Very cute looking red hatchback. Has
power windows and door lock and keyless entry. Cruise control though I do not use that feature
that much and nice leather interior plus fog lights. Does have some cosmetic issues but not
major. The Elantra gls is extremely reliable, I have only had 1 maintenance issue in 82, miles. It
gets great gas mileage as well. The stock paint does fade faster than normal, but the sound
system is excellent for a smaller vehicle. Overall I am very satisfied as the owner of the car.
Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating.
Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Rachel
Z wrote on June 26, Kourtney B wrote on April 23, Emmanuel Esinwoke wrote on April 23, Laura
G wrote on March 5, Courtney P wrote on January 20, Jenna C wrote on October 21, Katie L
wrote on September 19, Louise M wrote on September 19, Kathy B wrote on September 19, Mary
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Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Hyundai Elantra Change Vehicle. This version of the
Elantra rides comfortably and quietly. Additionally, its cabin is relatively spacious. The engine
feels refined and provides adequate acceleration. Handling is secure, but not particularly agile.
The Elantra has come a long way. In contrast to the previous version we tested, this model was
a very good car with a lot to offer. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
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you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Read Recall Details.
What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show More.
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